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Abstract 
Our study focuses on the problems of private language, or, as approached in the philosophical exegesis as “the argument of 
private language”, described as such in Ludwig Wittgenstein’s late writings. Our goal is that, through a textual analysis and 
interpretation, to link the philosopher’s slightly framed idea on expressions to the field of general human communication, 
focussing on the way we learn, from a little age, psychological concepts. As in the case of sensations and in that of primary 
emotions, that a have a specific behaviour, respectively universal facial expressions, we consider that the non verbal elements are 
both the model and basis on which verbal communication is constructed. 
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1. Introduction 
We attempt to analyze the concept of private language. In the philosophical exegesis this concept is connected to 
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s late writings. We consider that the problem of “the argument of private language” is strongly 
connected to the philosopher’s slightly framed idea on expressions. The attack against a private language is 
exemplified through the sensation of “pain”. We attempt to make research, analogically, on the psychological 
concepts denoting basic emotions. How do we learn concepts for primary emotions? In what follows we aim to 
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bring closer philosophical and psychological considerations to the field of communication, through a trans 
disciplinary exercise.  
2. Wittgenstein Private Language 
We start from the idea that the concept of “language” means any and all means of communication of ideas and 
feelings – the language represents the tool of communication proper to a human community. There are three 
different ways of answering the question “What is a private language?”, depending on the meaning targeted. First 
we can conceive a contingent or accidental language, i.e. a codified language that can be understood by one person 
or by a group of persons. Secondly, we can imagine an utopistic language understood exclusively by its designer, 
user or its speaker, even if the experiences of this one could be made public to the others. Thirdly, the object of such 
a language would be exclusively represented by my private experiences, of the first person /I, i.e. a language could 
be conceived which, in principle, wouldn’t be understood or learned by the others, but solely by the one who uses it.  
The last definition or the last meaning is taken into consideration by Ludwig Wittgenstein in his Philosophical 
Investigations, as it comes out from paragraphs § 243 and § 256, in which the Austrian philosopher defines the 
private language. Shortly, we can state that the object of a private language, according to Wittgenstein is exclusively 
represented by its user’s private sensations or experiences. Such a language cannot be understandably 
communicated to the others or to the third person, as the possession and knowledge belong only to the private 
linguist, which means that the first person is favoured. 
3. Private language and non verbal communication 
The private language consists in private nouns or signs, which, presumably, acquire meaning due to the fact that 
they are connected by private ostensive definition with private mental objects. The private ostensive definition is 
conceived as the mental analogue of public ostensive definition, with the role of trying to avoid the shortcomings. 
The idea of Wittgenstein’s private language questions two images with historical strong roots in human thinking: the 
Augustinian language image and the human’s interior – exterior image (Bãiaş, 2011). Besides a therapeutic role, the 
confusions in the philosophical approach are highlighted and clarified through; we consider that within 
Wittgenstein’s sections on private language another position can be identified. It is about a “constructive” position, 
feebly touched, which can be connected to the field of human communication, namely to the non verbal 
communication. The fundamental idea of our interpretation is that when we approach the psychological concepts 
(sensations and emotions), part of the linguistic meaning is constructed or built on behavioural bases. Consequently, 
we consider that Wittgenstein’s strategy was the reductio ad absurdum: to suppose the absence of natural (non 
verbal) expressions to state, later the lack of meaning of private linguist’s signs related to the sensation of pain. 
From the communicational point of view, Wittgenstein’s analysis on private language can be integrated in the 
register of intra personal communication. At this atomic level there is one participant, who is, at the same time the 
transmitter and the receiver of the message. Wittgenstein’s discussion on the (im)possibility of a private language 
highlights, and raise our awareness at the same time, about other communication plans, besides the verbal one: the 
ways of “paralinguistic” or “extra linguistic” communication, i.e other “behavioural forms used to transmit meaning 
and open to interpretation, which do not make use of words or linguistic systems of signs” (McQuail 1999, 86), for 
which usually concepts are used (O’SULLIVAN, Tim, HARTLEY, John, SAUNDER, Danny, MONTGOMERY, 
Martin and FISKE, John, 2001, p. 78) – such as: “paralanguage” (intonation, rhythm, tone and volume) and “non 
verbal communication (eye contact, mouth, posture, gestures, orientation, distance, smell, skin, hair and clothing). 
We consider that the non verbal field consists of two components: paralanguage and body language. Generally, non 
verbal communication hinges upon the type of relationship among interlocutors and should be connected to the 
situation in order to ensure the success of interpretation. 
4. Acquisition of psychological concepts 
What it comes clearly out from Wittgenstein’s fragments is the fact that the originating expression of pain makes 
reference to the suffering child’s behaviour – namely to his cry and crying, as well as to a certain mimicry or 
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specific face. Further on there are the adults (most often parents and grandparents) who train and teach the child, 
step by step, “a new behaviour” for the sensation of pain. The new behaviour, gradually acquired, is the linguistic 
one. Consequently we consider that what the philosopher wants to show, at least in the particular case of pain, is that 
the component or the verbal communication is built on and according to the model of the non verbal one. In other 
words the non verbal behaviour of pain has a logical priority and is prior to the verbal one. Due to this visible 
behavioural component, any keen observer could understand “the language of sensation”. 
Expressions such as “It hurts” or “He feels the pain” stand for a criterion of suffering, the same as a moan or a 
cry. Except for the new born, where these criteria are seen as certainties, because cheating and lie should be learnt, 
claiming and dissimulations are possible. Thus, the criteria according to which pain is identified do not constitute 
undeniable evidence that a certain person feels the pain. However, the same as we are trained to identify and 
confirm pain, according to certain criteria, under certain circumstances we are taught to discover the situations in 
which these criteria are set aside. 
5. „Grammar of emotions” and  expressions 
Wittgenstein’s position, as to the private language, underlines that the connection between the word “pain” and 
the corresponding sensation is not ensured by private or interior ostension, but by the fact that this word is used as a 
manner of expression of an individual’s feelings. By raising awareness on the way we use the word “pain”, namely 
by knowing the “grammar of pain” we succeed in uttering the criterion for “pain”. According to Hacker (2000, p. 
90), one of the main exegetes of late Wittgenstein’s philosophy, the “grammar of pain” is not known to us through 
introspection, through internal analysis. “The grammar of pain”, i.e. “the grammar of emotions” similarly built are 
in a very close connection to Wittgenstein’s view on expressions, manifestations or avowal (Äußerung sau 
Ausdruck). Such uses of first person, present, psychological sentences as “It hurts me” or “I’m angry” are 
characterized as “expressions” or “manifestations”. In a negativist view, it is stated that they are not descriptions or 
expressions of private mental entities met on an internal ground. In a positivist view, the philosopher characterizes 
the confessions as expressive in the way a gesture or frown expresses sensations, emotions or attitudes. There is a 
logical asymmetry between the first person psychological assertions “It hurts me” or “I’m angry”, which are 
manifestations and the third person ones “It hurts A” or “B is angry”, which are descriptions and can be checked 
through A or B’s behaviour. First person expressions against descriptions: (a) do not allow checking, as there is 
nothing of the kind that I “can find” that I have a sensation or that I “can perceive” or “recognize” my emotion; (b) 
they do not allow significant error, ignorance or doubt, as there is no room to misidentify their subject or misapply 
their predicates: “I thought I had a pain, but it comes out to be some itching” or I thought to feel some anger, but it 
was Maria’s, not mine” are considered non senses; (c) they do not express knowledge assertions, because unlike true 
descriptions they do not involve the exercise of perception capacities and the possibility of observance, of 
justification and of (non)confirmation is null (Glock, 1996, p. 51). Taking into account these observations we can 
wonder if, besides the sensation of pain, largely approached by Wittgenstein, who as to the idea of private language, 
there are other psychological concepts bearing such behavioural component? Isn’t it possible to be other words that 
can be so tightly connected to the original or natural expressions? The answer we suggest aims to the category of 
basic emotions, described by other authors as primary or elementary emotions. Even if there is no consensus among 
researchers as to their number, most of them consider as basic or elementary emotions – joy, surprise, sadness, 
anger, fear, disgust and despise. Although “an emotion which appears spontaneously is apriori neither good, nor 
bad” (Brillon 2002, p. 27), however, according to the way elementary emotions could later affect human mind, they 
could be fallen into three categories: positive (joy), neutral (astonishment and surprise) and negative (sadness, anger, 
fear, disgust and despise). During the XXth century anthropologists claimed the cultural theory of emotion. 
According to this point of view, human emotions are described as acquired behaviour, culturally transmitted as 
language. Paul Ekman, the American psychologist and anthropologist has the merit of being the first who, at the end 
of 1960ies, brought scientific evidence in favour of basic emotions theory, i.e. of innate universal emotions.  
Moreover, gathering information from a great number of persons, statically speaking, from nine different cultures 
(Indonesia, Hong Kong, Japan, United States, Scotland, Estonia, Greece, Turkey and Germany), according to the 
interpretation of photos representing faces, Ekman and his partners found a “percentage of similarity of 90% for joy, 
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89% for surprise, 85% for sadness, 80% for fear, 73% for disgust” (Cosnier, 2002, p. 45), to which 75% for despise 
was added. Ekman defines emotions as discreet or individualized psycho physiological and behavioural entities. 
Basic emotions are different from the other emotions, such as “complex emotions” (jealousy, envy), “emotional 
attitudes” (love, hatred), “emotional disorders” (depression, anger), or moods (concern, irritation). He lists nine 
characteristics that allow particularization of elementary emotions: universality of emotional signals, kinship of 
human expressions with those of other primates; dependence of each emotion on a specific physiological context; 
universality of starting events; coherence of emotional reactions; rapid starting; limited duration, automatic character 
of perception; and spontaneous partition (Ekman, 1992, pp. 169-200. Apud COSNIER, Jacques, op. cit., pp. 32-36). 
An indirect argument of facial expressions universality is provided by the fact that all children display the same 
faces they acquire in the same order. The ontogenetic argument of elementary emotions existence, present in all 
cultures is provided by the fact that babies born blind, and consequently could not learn basic emotions from adults, 
smile, make faces, etc., i.e. they have however facial expressions typical for these emotions. Thus, it can be stated 
that facial expressions or “emotional expressions are unlike words, that differ from one culture to another; they are 
more like breathing, which is simply part of human nature” (Evens, 2005, p. 6). 
6. Conclusions 
Wittgenstein’s strategy of reduction to absurdity used for sensations (by explaining the sensation of pain) can be 
similarly applied to elementary emotions as well. If we proceed to the interpretation of the “grammar of emotions” 
according to the object and name, then the basic emotions are a “grammatical fiction” irrelevant from a semantic 
point of view. Thus, if we consider “anger” as the name of a private object, the problem of correct or wrong 
identification of its referee should come out, as emotion is supposed to be an object, but it cannot be solved because 
it is supposed to be private. It should make it clear that there are no identity criteria for private mental entities. First, 
this means that there are no such objects, but only the fact that the private linguist cannot identify them. Secondly, 
the absence of criteria does not show that there are no emotions, but rather that emotions cannot be understood in the 
presupposed matrix, as private entities. Eventually, the incursion into Wittgenstein’s late philosophy, the psychology 
of emotions and communication was meant to show that, logically, the function of expressions is closely related to 
that of non verbal manifestations. More precisely, behavioural and facial expressions are the starting point and the 
ones that make possible verbal expressions on psychological concepts (sensations and basic emotions). In their case 
we can state that the function of non verbal communication serves as a base to verbal communication. Without 
external specific non verbal manifestations it is not possible for the children to learn the language game related to 
elementary emotions: “Face is the soul of body” (Wittgenstein, 2005a, p. 55). These psychological concepts are 
partial substitutions and acquired extensions of natural, original expressions of the mental: “The word is learnt as a 
substitute for a facial expression or for a gesture” (Wittgenstein, 2005b, p. 27). Words such as “anger”, “joy”, 
“astonishment”, “fear”, “disgust”, or “despise” represent names for primary emotions, but the way “fork”, “knife”, 
“spoon” or “tea spoon” denote serving tools to eat with. We can point to a fork and say that “fork” is the name of 
this eating tool, but we cannot point to an emotion and say that “anger” is the name of that emotion. In other words, 
instead of saying in a wrong “Augustinian” way that anger is the name of an emotion, we can rather say that there 
are specific facial manifestations of anger, such as close, lowered eyebrows, the upper eyelid raised and the labial 
muscle strained, all of which provide criteria for third person psychological assertions such as “He is angry”. 
Moreover, first person psychological assertions represent expressions (sincere or false), namely, the expression “I’m 
angry” does not suppose the relation to an internal object, but an acquired expression of anger. Thus, in the case of 
real elementary emotions it is not about the problem of identity criteria, because we cannot speak about identifying 
correctly or misidentifying our own emotions. 
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